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‘Plug & Play’ Implant Dentistry with TRI+ 

TRI Dental Implants launches a universal interface for treatments in digital dentistry 

 

In time for the 22nd congress of the European Association of Osseointegration in Dublin, Ireland, TRI 

Dental Implants launches its latest innovation: TRI+ a universal interface to ensure seamless 

compatibility with leading digital technology partners for implant treatments in digital dentistry.  

 

All digital treatment options with one universal interface 

With the emergence of numerous suppliers and locked digital systems for guided surgery and 

CAD/CAM, the oversight to know which system might provide which advantages is constantly getting 

more difficult. To help create more transparency TRI+ has developed a universal interface to eliminate 

all barriers for their respective treatments. The digital compatibility of the TRI Dental Implants System 

therefore allows a wide range of indications via 3D Planning, Guided Surgery, CAD abutments, 

CAD/CAM screw-retained bars and bridges, CAD/CAM cement-retained crowns and bridges or 

modern treatments such as “All-on-Four procedures”. Linked with the lean dental implant system of 

TRI the ease and simplicity of implant dentistry is combined in an elegant and smart way from simple 

to complex without limits. 

 

Innovative drill protocol: one drill to final placement 

The enhanced treatment options of TRI+ are combined with a new approach concerning the drilling 

protocol for guided surgery. A revolutionary new drilling concept will facilitate the immediate implant 

placement after the first drilling procedure. We call it “probably the fastest way to place an implant in a 

controlled manner via guided surgery”.  

 

Simplicity linked with a maximum in flexibility 

“TRI+ gives our customers the flexibility to work with their preferred providers in digital dentistry whilst 

benefiting from the simplicity of our SWISS dental implant system.  By developing this seamless 

interface, we guarantee infinite treatment options for our customers in the fields of CAD/CAM and 

Guided Surgery without worrying about compatibility issues.” (Tobias Richter, CEO TRI Dental 

Implants). TRI+ is the digital advancement of the lean and simple TRI Dental Implant System reflecting 

the main objectives to make the life of the practitioner as simple and yet high-performing as possible, 

while keeping Swiss quality standards.  


